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N
o doubt you’ve seen the cartoon depiction of
the novel coronavirus: A big ball, usually red,
with numerous projections sporting what

seem like suction cups on their ends. Like one of those
toy balls you can throw it at a wall and it sticks there.

I don’t know if this is at all an accurate representa-
tion of the virus, but maybe that doesn’t matter. What
we do know is that the projections stand for so-called
“spike proteins”, and it is these proteins through
which the virus attacks and invades other cells. In a
sense, they are the weapons that the virus carries to
war, wielding them as it moves through its surround-
ings in search of vulnerabilites to exploit, thus people
to infect. Think of battles you’ve heard of, in which an
army finds and bursts through some weakness in an
enemy formation. The virus operates similarly. It uses
spike proteins to bind to “receptor” proteins on the
cells it encounters. Once that happens, it’s like the
virus has opened a door into the hapless cell. Now,
troops pour through the door and they begin infect-
ing this new host — in our case, that person you know
or have read about who has “caught” the virus and
needs treatment.

Too anthropomorphic a picture for you? Maybe so.
But it helps us focus on what we need to do to battle
this virus. For just as these spike proteins are the
virus’s sweeper patrols, opening up new routes to
infections, they also seem to corona researchers to be
the virus’s Achilles heel. They figure that if they can
find a way to stop the spike proteins from binding to
receptor proteins, they will have neutralized the
virus. That’s easier said than done, admittedly. But
crucial to this effort is to understand the structure of
the spike protein—what it looks like. Again anthropo-
morphising: If you want to stop an invasion, it helps
to know the nature of the beast—the size of those
patrols, their command structure, how they move and
behave, etc.

In February, researchers were able to put together
a “blueprint” of the spike proteins, meaning a 3D rep-
resentation of the structure of the protein molecule.
Now they knew, if they encountered such a molecule,
where in it to look for each of its atoms, and how those
atoms are connected to each other.

The task that remains, then, is to identify the weak
points in this structure. We know that the proteins
change shape substantially when they bond to recep-
tors. Do those changes happen because of unstable or
weak points in the molecular structure? Can we iden-
tify them? That is, which atoms, or which bonds
between atoms, are vulnerable to attack by whatever
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T
here is little clarity
on the number of
state-wise returnees
and on the migrant
population who

stayed back at their workpla-
ces, more than two months
after the reverse migration of
India’s floating workforce
began from across the country.

Finally, on Tuesday, the
Supreme Court set a 15-day
deadline to states to facilitate
the return of all migrants who
remained stranded. “At least 4
million inter-state workers are
still stuck,” said Amitabh
Kundu, a fellow at Delhi-based
think tank Research and Infor-
mation System for Developing
Countries. Kundu is one
among many researchers who
are attempting to estimate the
scale of the reverse migration.

Several private surveys now
broadly converge, estimating
that 30-35 million had taken
the arduous journey home.
“The exodus has been even
bigger than what we witnessed
during the Syrian war,” said
Priya Deshingkar, a professor
of migration and develop-
ment, University of Sussex.

According to official
records, about 12 million trav-
elled in state-run buses and
trains, and another 2 million
were at halfway homes.

In effect, the government
was able to assist about 30% of
those who needed help. The
bigger worry, however, is that
more than 30 million people, a
significant chunk of the labour
force, have almost remained
invisible to governments.

Mystery shrouds 
migrant numbers

Private surveys estimate that 30-35 mn returned home

“India desperately needs a
large-scale migration survey,”
said Deshingkar. “The very
fact that people are trying to
find estimates beyond the
National Sample Survey (last
captured work-related migra-
tion in 2007) and the Census
(of 2011) shows there is a gap.”

Some elementary errors
were also made because of the
lack of relevant data. An obvi-
ous way to pri-
oritize the rail-
ways’ services
over the past
f e w  w e e k s
would have
been to target
districts with a
large number of
short-duration,
long-distance
migrants, who were generally
more vulnerable and poorer.
However, there was little rele-
vant, real-time data available
to identify the target group.

There was also enough indi-
cation that India’s migration
pathways were shifting. Guru-
gram and Surat, for instance,
have a greater proportion of
short-term or “new” migrants,

who stayed in the city for less
than a year, than Mumbai or
Delhi. In May, more migrant
workers boarded trains from
Gujarat than Maharashtra, a
state twice as populous.

“It’s all complicated and we
know little about migration
flows,” said Benoy Peter of the
Kerala-based Centre for
Migration and Inclusive
Development, an independent

non-profit that
advocates for and
promotes the
social inclusion of
migrants and other
socially disadvan-
taged populations.

Even in a state
such as Kerala,
which has made
efforts to register

migrants to extend basic social
security, only one-fourth of
the estimated 2.5 million
workers were accounted for.

“India’s development tra-
jectory shows migration is
only going to increase. We
need to reduce distress migra-
tion and improve safe migra-
tion. Migration should be an
informed choice,” Peter said.

According to 
official records, 

about 12 mn 
travelled in state-

run buses and 
trains; 2 mn were 
at halfway homes

drug we might invent for the purpose? It’s a good
question to ask. Because if we do manage to hit the
virus at those weak points, perhaps we will have dam-
aged its ability to bond to receptor proteins.

In essence, this is the framework for the ongoing
search for a vaccine against the virus.

In just the last few weeks, we’ve had reports of
progress towards finding the weak spots from an
unexpected angle: Mathematics. Robert Penner is a
mathematician at France’s Institute of Advanced Sci-
entific Studies. He decided to look for spots of high
energy on the protein molecule. His rationale was that
these “high free energy sites” are likely to be weaker
than elsewhere on the molecule. (Anthropomorphis-
ing one last time: You have to enter a building
guarded by two men. One is jumpy, nervous and talk-
ative. The other is stolid and silent. Which one would
you assume is more amenable to persuasion?)

But how do we locate these spots? Considerably
simplified, it goes like this. Penner examined the
bonds between atoms in the protein molecule. As the
virus finds and binds to a receptor, the shape of the
protein changes—and with this transformation, these
bonds rotate around each other. How much they
rotate depends on how much energy they have to
begin with. So the search for high-energy spots is, in
effect, a search for specific degrees of rotation. Now
if while trying to find biological answers, we start
looking at these rotations, we are really looking at

geometry. We are in
entirely mathematical ter-
ritory. We’ve converted a
problem in biology into one
in mathematics, and that
itself might produce
answers we would not oth-
erwise have come upon.
This is often how science
progresses, and this was

Penner’s motivation.
In the 19th Century, the great German mathemati-

cian Carl-Friedrich Gauss gave us a way to describe a
rotation: Specify its axis and the amount of the rota-
tion. What does this mean? Let’s say you’re running
laps around the local cricket stadium—that is, we
might say you’re “rotating” around its centre. You call
your husband to tell him what you’re doing. “I’m run-
ning on the track at Brabourne Stadium,” you say, and
he immediately visualizes the loop of the track and
thus its axis, which is an imaginary pole stuck in the
centre. But he also wants to know exactly where on
the track you are as you speak. “45 degrees,” you
might say. That is, imagine a rod attached to the pole
and stretching to the entrance, where you started
your run. Rotate it anti-clockwise 45 degrees and it
will point to precisely where you are as you pant sweet
nothings to your husband. That’s what Gauss meant:
Specify the axis and the angle, and you’ve described
a given rotation precisely.

Take this a little further. The husband wants to
know about any others doing laps like you. There are
six more runners, at different spots on the track.

Looking around, you tell your husband: “30, 44, 151,
190, 286, 319”. He’ll know exactly where each runner
is (and that one is right behind you — which one?).
Now imagine making notches on the pole corre-
sponding to each of these angles. That is, the distance
from the base of the pole to a given notch tells you
how far that runner has “rotated” around the stadium.
That pole perfectly describes where all seven runners
are at that instant. In a sense, it is a snapshot of the
rotations on display at that instant in Brabourne Sta-
dium.

Penner set himself the task of finding just such
snapshots of rotations in protein molecules. Working
with a huge database of proteins, he was able to put
together a large number of these poles — strictly theo-
retical, of course — pointing in all kinds of directions,
with the requisite notches on them. Think of all those
poles attached to a single point, and you will visualize
the spiky ball — strictly theoretical, of course — they
form. (Sort of like a spherical pincushion, sort of like
the cartoon image of the virus itself).

What does this ball tell Penner? Some parts of it
were less dense than others, meaning rotations in
those regions are rarer than others. This is useful,
because it is also known that the energy in these less
frequently-occurring rotations is higher than else-
where. (Remember, we are searching for spots with
higher energy). As Penner notes in his paper (Con-
served High Free Energy Sites in Human Coronavirus
Spike Glycoprotein Backbones, Journal of Computa-
tional Biology, 13 May 2020), he was able to “pinpoint
regions of high free energy ... whose obstruction
might interrupt function.” That is, using this ball that
is just an abstraction, he identified parts of the protein
molecule that are potential targets to attack — Penner
called them “exotic” spots — in the effort to disable
the virus’s function.

There’s evidence that Penner might be on to some-
thing with this geometrical approach: Some regions
his spiky ball uncovered are already identified weak
points in the protein molecule. So maybe the other
exotic spots it has uncovered are worth focusing on as
well.

Still, these are findings that need further research
and validation. Penner’s paper identified three exotic
sites on the virus. Are they accessible? Are there drugs
that can target them? What happens if they are
attacked? Are those drugs safe for human consump-
tion? Lots of questions to be answered. Penner also
sounds this caution: “Mother Nature, with her wider
vocabulary of sites and compounds, has not suc-
ceeded in finding antibodies [for the virus], so how
can we expect greater success?”

A sobering thought. But as Penner notes, there is a
“pressing need for an effective and robust vaccine to
treat COVID-19, for human society and humanity
itself are under siege.”

Mathematics possibly rescuing us from that siege?
I thoroughly like that idea.

Once a computer scientist, Dilip D’Souza now lives in
Mumbai and writes for his dinners. His Twitter handle
is @DeathEndsFun

CORONA BATTLE: BIOLOGY TURNS TO MATHEMATICS

Mathematician 
Penner found 
‘exotic’ spots on 
the protein 
molecule to 
disable the virus

New migration trails
Delhi and Mumbai's migrants largely belong to earlier 
waves from the 1980s and 90s. Gurugram and Surat are 
new migrant corridors.

Source: Census
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Recruitment of Officers in Grade A
(General, Legal, Information Technology, Engineering,

Research And Official Language Streams)

Third Corrigendum to Advertisement dated March 07, 2020
Due to ongoing Covid-19 situation, the Phase I and Phase II
examination for recruitment of Officers in Grade A (General, Legal,
Information Technology, Engineering, Research And Official Language
Streams) stands postponed. The revised dates shall be informed to
candidates in due course.
Further, the last date for On-line Application and Payment of Fee has
been revised as under:-

Activity Earlier Rescheduled
Online Application

and Payment of Fee
March 07, 2020 to

May 31, 2020
March 07, 2020 to

July 31, 2020

For the detailed advertisement and online application form, visit SEBI
website at https://www.sebi.gov.in/sebiweb/other/careerdetail.
jsp?careerld=147

davp 15204/11/0010/2021

Tender Notice
“All the tenders issued by CIL and its Subsidiaries for procurement of
Goods, works and Services are available on website of Coal India Limited
www.coalindia.in/respective subsidiary Company, CIL e-procurement
portal https://coalindiatenders.nic.in & central public procurement
portal https://eprocure.gov.in. In addition, procurement is also done
through GeM Portal https://gem.gov.in.” (R-11)

Northern Coalelds Limited
(A Miniratna Company)

(A Subsidiary of Coal India Limited)Business of Life
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